
Images Linked to Social Media Profiles

Users wil be reassured by the connection to one or several social media files. This 
establishes authenticity and intention. It also provides immediate common ground if two 
matched users are on some of the same social networks outside of the dating app.

Job & School Info Required with Bio

Socioeconomic cues go a long way in finding substantial matches. This also provides a 
good thing to pinpoint for finding communicative entry points. School info and/or job info 
give an idea of where someone is in life, and it also allows for correlation on the part of 
the user looking between the profile they're seeing and the lifestyle/goals of the human 
being behind that profile.

Built-In App Emojis

Emojis are delightful for users when texting. They can be endearing and they can express 
humorous/sentimental things efficiently. They could be customized within an app's design 
and iconography to make the user experience more exclusive for people who engage 
repeatedly. They also allow for humor and some quick routes to evaluating compatibility.

Swiping Only within Curated Groups

Swiping a a default emphasizes imagery over substance, which seems to have a 
numbing effect on most active dating app users. Swiping within a small circle of almost 
100% matches could be highly effective in helping the brain make a decision. 
Communication anxiety and the appearance of too many options can overwhelm users, 
so they can filter and filter until they really are able to trust a snap judgment.

*Medium-Like Highlighting & Saving to 
Establish Meaningful 
Communication/First Impressions

In the world of online dating a sit stands, this feature is so unconventional that it didn't end 
up in the top quadrant of my 2-by-2 feature prioritization matrix. I wanted to include it as a 
part of this reflection because this area for innovation could be revolutionary based on 
some user feedback I received. The barin can only keep track of so much information. 
Medium's writing interface allows for highlighting and aggregation of key insights. If a 
dating pofile could be opened up in a similar way, a user can highlight and recall exactly 
what things interested them about someone else. That someone sle could be notified of 
highlights and user info if the person highlightng chooses to share. In any case, making 
these things trackable and less disposable could hae a powerful recall and resonance 
effect. The highlighted elements could even be put into an introduction of substance in an 
automated fashion within the tool. The user sending the aggregated message willl have 
full final edit privileges before hitting "Send "of course. This would not be a default option, 
but rather a supplemental communicative tool within the app's interface. 


